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. Apr 22, 2015 . of celebrities are drunk college students too — Lindsay Lohan has made a
mistake that every person with a tattoo in another language hopes . Mar 29, 2013 . We now have
one less cryptic celebrity tattoo to wonder about, as a source revealed to the New York Post the
meaning behind Lindsay Lohan's . Oct 16, 2013 . Which tattoo did Lindsay Lohan transform
into an inspirational message? See it HERE!Tattoos on celebrities are still big news, and
Lindsay Lohan's tattoos are no exception. This popular young actress/vocalist has gotten
inked a few times, with . Jan 8, 2012 . Lindsay Lohan is a fan of tattooing words on her body -because just a few months after she got a Billy Joel song lyric tattooed on her rib cage .
Lindsay Lohan's much-discussed "boobs, ass, and vag" Playboy photoshoot has leaked online
in its entirety (NSFW link) and it's a massive letdown.
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Lindsay Lohan's much-discussed "boobs, ass, and vag" Playboy photoshoot has leaked
online in its entirety (NSFW link) and it's a massive letdown. Lindsay Lohan has a very
faint tattoo on her upper left arm of a sleeping girl. A source told TMZ that Lindsay chose
the design because “she liked the innocence of.. Apr 22, 2015 . of celebrities are drunk
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few times, with . Jan 8, 2012 . Lindsay Lohan is a fan of tattooing words on her body -because just a few months after she got a Billy Joel song lyric tattooed on her rib cage .
The tattoo on Lindsay Lohan's right side is a little black star with the lyrics “Clear as a
crystal sharp as a knife / I feel like I'm in the prime of my life” from the Billy . Lindsay Lohan
tattoos, ranked by fans of the sexy star and of body art. A former TEEN star turned troubled
actress, Lindsay Lohan first made waves in Hollywood . Oct 15, 2013 . Lindsay Lohan
alters an old tattoo and offers fans a glimpse of the new inking. And now Lindsay Lohan
has revealed the inking to her fans.Her father Michael was an investment banker. Lindsay
Lohan began modeling for the Ford Agency at age three, and then she appeared in over
60 television commercials. In 2003 and 2004 a string of hits launched Lohan to the top of
young teen actors. More »
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